Overall Grade: C+
Performance Standards for Stage 2 Scientific Studies
-

Investigation, Analysis, and Evaluation

Knowledge and Application

A

Critically deconstructs a problem and designs a logical,
coherent, and detailed scientific investigation using a scientific
method and/or engineering design process.

Demonstrates deep and broad knowledge and understanding
of a range of science inquiry skills and scientific concepts.

Obtains, records, and represents data, using appropriate
procedures, conventions and formats accurately and highly
effectively.
Systematically analyses and interprets data and evidence to
formulate logical conclusions with detailed justification.
Critically and logically evaluates procedures and their effect on
data.

Applies science inquiry skills and scientific concepts highly
effectively in new and familiar contexts.
Critically explores and understands in depth the interaction
between science and society.
Communicates knowledge and understanding of science
concepts coherently, with highly effective use of appropriate
terms, conventions, and representations.

Critically and perceptively evaluates the effectiveness of
collaboration and its impact on results/outcomes.

B

Logically deconstructs a problem and designs a wellconsidered and clear scientific investigation using a scientific
method and/or engineering design process.

Demonstrates some depth and breadth of knowledge and
understanding of a range of science inquiry skills and scientific
concepts.

Obtains, records, and represents data, using appropriate
procedures, conventions and formats mostly accurately and
effectively.

Applies science inquiry skills and scientific concepts mostly
effectively in new and familiar contexts.

Logically analyses and interprets data and evidence to
formulate suitable conclusions with reasonable justification.
Logically evaluates procedures and their effect on data.
Critically evaluates the effectiveness of collaboration and its
impact on results/outcomes.

C

Deconstructs a problem and designs a considered and
generally clear scientific investigation using a scientific
method and/or engineering design process.
Obtains, records, and represents data, using generally
appropriate procedures, conventions and formats with some
errors but generally accurately and effectively.
Undertakes some analysis and interpretation of data and
evidence to formulate generally appropriate conclusions with
some justification.
Evaluates procedures and some of their effect on data.

Logically explores and understands in some depth the
interaction between science and society.
Communicates knowledge and understanding of science
concepts with mostly coherent and effective use of appropriate
terms, conventions, and representations.

Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of a general
range of science inquiry skills and scientific concepts.
Applies science inquiry skills and scientific concepts generally
effectively in new or familiar contexts.
Explores and understands aspects of the interaction between
science and society.
Communicates knowledge and understanding of science
concepts with generally effective use of appropriate terms,
conventions, and representations.

Evaluates the effectiveness of collaboration and its impact on
results/outcomes.

D

Prepares a basic deconstruction of a problem and an outline of
a scientific investigation using a scientific method and/or
engineering design process.
Obtains, records, and represents data, using procedures,
conventions, and formats inconsistently, with occasional
accuracy and effectiveness.
Describes data and undertakes some basic interpretation to
formulate a basic conclusion.
Attempts to evaluate procedures or suggest an effect on data.

Demonstrates some basic knowledge and partial
understanding of science inquiry skills and scientific concepts.
Applies some science inquiry skills and scientific concepts in
familiar contexts.
Partially explores and recognises aspects of the interaction
between science and society.
Communicates basic scientific information, using some
appropriate terms, conventions, and/or representations.

Attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of collaboration and its
impact on results/outcomes.

E

Attempts a simple deconstruction of a problem and a
procedure for a scientific investigation using a scientific
method and/or engineering design process.
Attempts to use some procedures and record and represent
some data, with limited accuracy or effectiveness.
Attempts to describe results and/or interpret data to formulate
a basic conclusion.
Acknowledges that procedures affect data.
Acknowledges the effectiveness of collaboration and its
impact on results/outcomes.

Demonstrates limited recognition and awareness of science
inquiry skills and/or scientific concepts.
Attempts to apply science inquiry skills and/or scientific
concepts in familiar contexts.
Attempts to explore and identify an aspect of the interaction
between science and society.
Attempts to communicate information about science.

Assessment Type 2: Collaborative Inquiry – Design an amusement park ride.
When engineering an amusement park ride, manufacturers need to consider the materials used, cost of
design, height, size, visual impact and safety of the design as well as maximise the enjoyment and thrill factor
for the people who will take the ride.
In this task, you will work in a small group to design and conduct an investigation to design a safe rollercoaster
ride (that you will construct and test) that has the following parameters.
When you are working through the design process you should take into account that the ride must include:
 2 different loops in the track
 the smallest possible starting height to enable the object to travel the whole course of the
rollercoaster track
 not be a straight track
The collaborative task has a number of sections, to assist with your planning:
Part A: Collaborative Deconstruct and Design
As a group, you will need to:
 deconstruct the problem to determine the most appropriate model for investigation
 formulate investigable questions or proposed solution
 select and test or trial, and using appropriate equipment, apparatus, and techniques
 identify the requirements of the design.
Individually you will need to maintain a personal journal in which you record:
 the deconstruction of the problem, the initial thinking and ideas
 evidence of your contribution to the project with supporting documentation on the application of
your collaborative skills (this may include, for example, minutes of group meetings)
 representation(s) of the data collected by the group
 preliminary analysis and interpretation of the results/outcome
 connections between results and scientific concepts.
The journal can be no more than twelve A4 pages if written or the equivalent in multimodal form.
Pages should be single-sided A4 with minimum font size 10. Page reduction, such as two A4 pages
reduced to fit on one A4 page is not acceptable.
Part B
Your group will collaborate to undertake the trialing and testing of your rollercoaster design. You will need
to be able to demonstrate that you have engineered a rollercoaster design with the smallest height
possible and that it is safe.
Part C
You will individually evaluate the collaborative inquiry.
This evaluation should include:
 a summary of the design and solution
 an evaluation of the model and results/outcome
 an evaluation of the effectiveness of collaboration and its impact on results/outcomes
 a conclusion with justification and the consideration of possible limitations.

You may choose to:
 record the evaluation
 prepare a multimodal presentation
This should be a maximum of 5 minutes if oral or the equivalent if multimodal.
Assessment Design Criteria
Your report will be assessed against the following Performance Standards



Investigation, Analysis and Evaluation: IAE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Knowledge and Application: KA 2

Please note:
- This is just one part (the Journal) of a two part Assessment type. The 'Pitch' is covered by
a PowerPoint presentation which has been provided in the Support materials folder.
- Any notes in coloured text boxes are added to provide information and support for
teachers
- Parts of the student report have been highlighted with the colour that corresponds to the
colour of the relevant text box.
- To show annotations, the student's original work has been adapted to fit new page
dimensions. Consequently, changes have been made to the font sizes and images so the
sample stays within the 12 page limit as outlined in the task requirements found in the
Subject Outline. Teachers should refer to the latest Subject Outline when advising
students to ensure evidence is compliant.

COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY
ASSESSMENT TYPE 2- DESIGN AN AMUSEMENT PARK RIDE

JOURNAL ENTRIES:
IAE1 - States the task success criteria
Diary Entry 1: Team working
The team has been set the task to conduct an investigation to design and construct a safe roller coaster
which has two different loops in the track, the smallest possible starting height and not be a straight track.
Discussion of the ‘rules’ of the team
a) All members will equally contribute to group discussions, and must consider the opinions of all involved.
This will ensure a level of fairness and equality is implemented into the dynamics of the group.
IAE5 - Establishing
b) Allocated tasks must be met on the deadline to ensure overall completion and success.
roles for the team
c) All team members must demonstrate appropriate and effective methods of communication and
to follow to
collaboration to avoid conflict.
facilitate
d) Attending lessons are mandatory for success, however, in the case of a member’s absence,
collaboration
communication must be continued via email or other social networking applications.
e) Group discussions will be held in lessons and in after school hours to ensure each member is working at a
consistent pace in which achievement can be easily fulfilled.
Diary Entry 2: Research
What is a Rollercoaster? Roller coasters are railways with steep inclines and
descents that carries passengers around sharp curves and sudden changes of
speed and direction. Roller Coasters are mostly found in amusement parks
with continuous loops (David Pescovitz , 2019).
Who invented the rollercoaster and why? LaMarcus Adna Thompson was
known with having invented the United States ‘fist roller coaster in 1884, at a
park in Coney Island New York. Thompson built a 450-foot steel and wood
track. Roller coasters at amusement rides have origins back to ice slides
constructed in 18th century Russia (The History of the Roller Coaster, 2013).

Image
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copyright

What types of rollercoasters are there? There are different types of roller coaster such as, wooden roller
coasters and steel roller coasters. The latest roller coaster designs feature Advanced steel and aluminium
alloys, Silent running urethane wheels, High strength fiberglass, Linear induction motors, Highly sensitive
sensors, Gyroscopic units and Stator coils (Materials Used in Roller Coasters, 2015).
How does the rollercoaster work? A roller coaster has no engine, meaning the cart is pulled to the top of the
first hill at the beginning of the ride, but after the coaster must complete the ride on its own. The conversion
of potential energy to kinetic energy is what drives the roller coaster, all of that kinetic energy is later needed
for the ride when present once the coaster descends the first hill (The Mechanical Univere and Beyond.,

KA2, Reasonable understanding of various relevant physics concepts including Newton's
laws of motion, potential and kinetic energy, all applied with varying degrees of success.

KA2, Reasonable understanding of various relevant physics concepts including Newton's
laws of motion, potential and kinetic energy, all applied with varying degrees of success.
2019). Today Roller coasters carts and trains are built purely with special hinged hooks called chain dogs.
When the train rolls onto the hill these hooks latch onto the chain and it is gradually pulled up the hill by the
conveyor belt motion (Gunn, 2015 ). The purpose of the first hill is to store up potential energy. The higher
the hill is the greater the potential energy will
be. Once the train reaches the top of the first
hill the chain dog releases and gravity takes
over, pulling the train down the hill (Gunn,
Image showing energy
2015 ).
changes in a roller coaster

removed due to copyright
Physics of a roller coasters? An object in
motion tends to stay in motion (newton’s first
law of motion) the coaster car will maintain a
forward velocity even when it is moving up
the track, opposite the force of gravity. All roller coaster these days have hills, drops, twists, turns and loops,
this changes the train’s elevation above the ground and it speed (Gunn, 2015 ). This alters the gravitational
force and acceleration force acting on the riders throughout the ride. Inertia is the resistance of an object to
change its state of motion. When this force is applied on a roller coaster the rider’s inertia is separate from
that of the roller coaster train, meaning the force you feel is the opposite of the force actually acting on you
(Gunn, 2015 )
Diary Entry 3: Deconstruction

IAE1 - Deconstruction identified some relevant physics concepts.

Diary Entry 4 – Planning: As a group, we decided that each member would conduct a brief investigation to
test a different factor that would affect the design of the roller coaster including track material, the type of
carriage (ball type) or loop type. I chose to investigate height of the drop to find the minimum height needed
for the carriage (ball) to get to the other end of a track. Others will test different factors such as the track
material, the type of carriage (ball type) or loop type. The design of the track used should be drawn and show

IAE1 - Details of a well-considered plan to design and construct
the roller coaster.

IAE1 - Details of a well-considered plan to design and construct
the roller coaster.
annotations explaining what you have done and why. By comparing these designs and the findings from
individual investigations, this will help us as a group come up with our final two designs, taking aspects from
each and incorporate in final designs.
For my investigation, I shall change the height of the start of the roller coaster and using plastic tubing I will
put two loops in it and hold it in place with some clamps. I shall measure the distance the ball travels down
the track using a marble.

IAE2 - Generally appropriate table for gathering data has been suggested.
Height dropped
30cm
80cm
130cm
180cm

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Average

IAE5 - Evidence of collaboration with others
Diary Entry 5 – Group meeting on how we combined aspects of our designs – Discussed pros and cons:
Today my group and I, discussed ways in which we could combine different aspects of each group member’s
designs. In our final design, we all agreed on that using the toilet paper rolls from both Member X’s and my
designs and later using Member Y’s support panels (clamps) and her three loops. Whilst choosing these
aspects a variety of pros and cons were discussed among the group. These included, would the toilet paper
rolls hold the marble ball, what happens if the marble falls out, will the marble compete all three loops, using
toilet paper rolls is a great idea to increase high at the starting point instead of using hose, having clamps to
support the roller coaster is a good idea so the roller coaster doesn’t fall down.

IAE1 - This
would have
been a
good
opportunity
to state
what
Diary Entry 6 – Drew final designs: As a group we drew our final designs 1& 2 taking aspects from each
others. This helped us know what materials we had to order ready to build the roller coaster the week after. testing you
would do to
determine
Diary Entry 7 – Ordering materials: During the lesson we ordered the materials for our designs to build in
the roller
WK 10 Term 3. Here is a list of the materials we ordered. 2 x 3 Clear Vinyl Tubing, 5x Clamps, 1 x Roll of duct
coaster's
tape , 1 x Marble Ball, 1 Meter of black foam tubing, 1 x sheet of A4 paper, 1 x stick wooden from outside
success
Diary Entry 8 – Collection of Materials and Building: Once we received the materials, we were off and away
building the roller coaster. When building the roller coaster many struggles and problems occurred that we
as a group have to overcome and think of alterative way to fix the problem. This happening put us into action
using our creative minds and communication skills as team increasing our chances of a successful roller
coaster.

IAE4 Attempts
are made
to evaluate
procedures
which
Diary Entry 9 – Discussed how it could have been improved, how to make it successful for future changes: implies an
After completing the build, my group and I had a discussion relating to how it could be improved and how to effect on
make it successful for future changes. Changes that could be made for the future are choosing the materials the
wisely, don’t using clear hosing as many bumps are present on the hose stopping the marble from going
outcome.
though, make sure you order alterative materials just in case you change your mind or things don’t go your
way and don’t have a straight starting point so high up as the marble falls out. Improving our designs could
be simply done by changing up the materials or even re building the roller coaster to find the best pattern,
shape or high.

On the next page, I have included images and materials of me designing and testing my design in Wk 10. Unfortunately none of my group members could make the
session, so I was on my own. I decided to test my own design and see if it successfully worked. I did not end up using toilet paper rolls as we did not have any in the
store room, but in the end my design successfully worked as I kept increasing the height which made the speed faster helping it complete both loops. The height from
the top of the tube down to the table was 1 meter and half.

DESIGNS:
My design suggestion:

q

IAE1 - Considered
features of the design
process e.g. having
various starting designs
and iterations.

KA2 - Effective
application of scientific
concept in context of
roller coaster.

Annotations of design: In my design, I
have added two loops to adhere to the
limitation required. I decided to add
toilet paper rolls in my design to add
height to the starting point. This was
because there wasn’t enough of the
tubing to have a complete two whole
loops. I made the starting point height
high so the marble had enough speed
and acceleration to complete the first
loop successfully. The higher the starting
point the further the marble will travel
using kinetic energy. Overall my design
was simple but looked interesting. The
clamps were used to support the weight
of the loops, but also to help the roller
coaster stand up. Both of the first and
second loops were the same height at
30cm and width 20cm. The reason why
both of the loops were close together
was to minimize energy loss in the track
(e.g. sound energy) and so the kinetic
energy of the ball gained from passing
through the first loop would have
enough momentum to help it get over
the second loop.

Figure one and two show the concept
design, putting it into action to see if it
successfully works.

The equipment I used was tape, clamps, marble
ball and clear vinyl tubing

IAE1 - Annotated
images of testing
show how the track
was constructed

Figure 1:

Figure 2:

The height of the starting
point was 1 meter and half

Figure 7:

Figure 4:

Figure 5:

Figure 3:
Figure three, seven and six all
demonstrate the final design
in action, showing the
process I did.

Figure four and five shows both loops one and two in my
roller coaster design. Both loops are different sizes and
shapes
Figure 6:

Figure 8:

KA2 - Correct
application of scientific
concept in context of
roller coaster.

Member X’s design suggestion:
Two loops have been implemented into
the design, in order to successfully
adhere to the limitations and
requirements of the task. Ideally in a real
life situation the loops would act as an
engaging and exciting aspect of the ride,
attracting a larger audience.

IAE1 - Success criteria
is evidence in the
design

Although clamps are effective in
keeping the overall shape of the
rollercoaster it may consequently
cause dents in the hosing, preventing
the marble from travelling safely
through the design.

A bucket will allow the marble to have a
safe landing

By having a start height of … it is suggested
that the marble will have sufficient
gravitational potential energy which will be
converted to kinetic energy to help it get
through the two loops of the rollercoaster!

Cardboard rolls are a cost-efficient
option in creating a successful
rollercoaster. It will ultimately allow
the marble to travel smoothly and
safely down the hose. This is essential
for a real life situation as passengers
need to be treated with consideration
and care at all times, reducing risks of
potential harm.

The adhesive utilised in this design will be
duct-tape due to its malleable, durable
and cost-efficient qualities. As it is a costefficient option it will allow more of the
product to be distributed evenly over the
outlined design.

Clamps will be utilised in order for the
rollercoaster to have a fixed position,
whilst remaining durable despite the
additional weight of the marble.

Member Y’s design suggestion:

Below are annotations, by Member Y’s of her perspectives and views on her own design. This is
all in her own copy words.
“In my design, I have added three loops instead of two as I wanted to make the
rollercoaster more entertaining if it were to have people on it and more challenging to
build. The start of the rollercoaster was a hill to help give the rollarcoaster speed and to
give its potential energy until it reaches its maximum potential energy at the crest of the
hill. After that, that is when the rollercaoster converts the potential energy into kinetic
energy as it builds up speed on its way down the hill to get it through the loops.”

KA2 - Effective
application of
physics concept
in this context

“UNDERNEATH THE ROLLERCOASTER THE TOPS OF THE TWO HILLS ARE SUPPORT PANNELS, THIS IS TO
HELP THE ROLLERCOASTER BECOME STABLE AND TO MAKE IT AS A HILL. I HAVE MADE THE TRACK ON A
SLANT AFTER THE FIRST LOOP TO HELP BUILD UP MORE KINETIC ENERGY TO HELP IT GET THROUGH TO
ATLEAST THE SECOND LOOP AND POSSIBLY THE THIRD”.

“TO COMPLETE THIS OVERALL DESGIN, CREATING A WAY TO GO UP THE FIRST HILL
WOULD NEED TO BE DEVELOPED. ADDING THIS WILL MEAN THAT POTENTIAL ENERGY
WILL NEED TO BE ADDED AT THE VERY START, THEREFORE IT WOULD BE EASIER TO DROP
THE MARBLE AT THE TOP OF THE FIRST HILL FOR IT TO CREATE KINETIC ENERGY ONCE IT
REACHES THE CREST OF THE HILL TO THEN MAKE THE ROLLERCOASTER A SUCCESS”.

Final group’s designs: Design 1:
Material List:


1 x Marble



3 x Clamps



1 x meter of
black foam
tubing



1 x Duct Tape



2 x 3 meter clear
vinyl tubing



1 x Stick

IAE1 - Good use of annotated
diagrams. Helps to understand the
method adopted. Some additional
evidence to justify the choice of
materials can be found in the pitch
(slide 3 and 4). However, no
evidence of the track changing
direction which is one of the
success criteria.

Design 1: End product

Design 2:

Material lists:


1 x Marble



3 x Clamps



1 x sheet of A3
paper



1 x Duct Tape



2 x 3 meter
clear vinyl
tubing

IAE1 - Good use of annotated
diagrams. Helps to understand
the method adopted. Some
additional evidence to justify the
choice of materials can be found
in the pitch (slide 3 and 4).
However, no evidence of the
track changing direction which is
one of the success criteria.

Design 2: End product

DATA RESULTS:

IAE2 - Data for roller coaster has been gathered and displayed in a
generally appropriate table with some errors present. No graph shown.

Design 1: Top of stick 80cm, Length of black form 93cm, High Point to bench 1m & 40cm
Highest point roller
coaster (Design 1)

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Average

Length marble
traveled

2m 73cm

2m

2m

2.24m

Design 2: Paper to bench 79cm

The report does not explain the purpose of collecting data for
the final designs. To improve the evidence, it would be good to
have this explained.

Lowest point roller
coaster (Design 2)

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Average

Length marble
traveled

1m 23cm

1m 25cm

1m 31cm

1.26m

Analysis Data/ Results:
After successfully testing and building the rollercoasters data was collected to analysis the lowest
and highest starting point on both designs, to figure out what was the most successful in the end.
From analysing the results obtain from design one at the highest point (1 meter and 40cm), showed
that the marble only traveled a maximum of 2 meters and 73cm. This was because of its high
starting point at 1 meter and 40cm, this means that the higher the starting point the more speed is
built up to make it through the first loop and even maybe the second. The data shown in the table is
very similar in each trial changing each time. The results increased in trial 1 at 2m and 73cm and
decreased in trial 2 & 3 at both 2m, this was because we placed the marble higher up in the first trial
which gave it more speed to travel further, however in trial 2 & 3 we placed it lower in the black
foam as the marble kept falling out which meant less speed and travel distance decreased as well.
We as a group measured our roller coaster in the distance the marble traveled, as the marble most
of the time did not complete the roller coaster successfully as hosing had dents which effected our
results. The average result overall for design one was 2.24 meters distance traveled.
Data collected from design two at the lowest staring point at 79cm demonstrates that the marble
only traveled a maximum length of 1 meter and 31cm. This was because of its low starting point at
79cm, this height was a massive drop from the highest starting point. This shows us that the lower
the starting point is, less the marble will travel meaning less speed and not enough to successful
complete the first loop. The data obtained shows that each trial was very similar each time. The
results stayed neutral and slowly increased and decreased slightly in trial 1 at 1m and 23cm, trial 2
1m and 25cm and trial 3 1m and 31cm, this was because the marble was placed at the top of the
paper in the spot each time indicating similar data results. If we were to make the starting point
lower the results would be different again as it wouldn’t travel as far as the first results as less and
less speed slowly becoming no speed at all. The average result overall for design two was 1.26
meters distance travelled.

IAE3 - Some analysis and interpretation of individual trials and final design. There was weak evidence
in the final analysis and evaluation. Attempt was made to link to scientific explanation. There was also
an opportunity to discuss the accuracy of results as this is referred to in your Pitch (slide 7).

Both of our designs did not fully complete the track successfully as not enough speed was put into
the starting high (first hill), which meant we weren’t able to collected accurate data for each trial.
Comparing both average scores from both design one and two, shows that the most successful roller
coaster overall is design one at the highest starting point at an average of 2.24 meters. This later
means that the higher the starting point the more speed is present, therefore being able to pull
though and complete the track. However the lower the starting point the less speed not being able
to pull though the track at an average of 1.26 meters. Therefore if it was to be done again the best
option would be to have the roller coaster at the highest starting point to have a successful fully
functional rollercoaster in the end.

Design 2: End Product

Design 1: End Product
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This task was suitable as an engineering design task allowing for achievement at the A grade band, but the
evidence lacked clarity in the process and what each team member's contribution would be. There appears to be
some initial testing, but the impact of this testing in the final design is limited. The submission would have benefited
from greater detail by:
- defining the problem/challenge and the success criteria that will be used to measure success
- providing a clear plan of action for individuals - what they will individually contribute to the group
- outlining the testing that will be done and the data that will be collected to help develop the design
- explaining the purpose behind testing different designs or materials
- using data to analyse and evaluate the performance of each design or materials
- improving the design of your product based on conclusion drawn
- evaluating the impact of collaboration on the end result more effectively

